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Abstract
Low temperature water-based concrete embedded floor heating systems are studied. The utilisation
of low quality heat sources is facilitated by low temperature heating. Theoretical models which
describe the transient thermal floor heating operation constitute the basis for the analysis. The
combination of building, floor heating element, heat gains and control system is described by a set of
theoretical models. In particular, a numerical floor heating element model is develop and verified by
comparison with results from heat transfer software and published experimental results.
A model based predictive control method is applied in order to find an optimised supply fluid
temperature. The aim is to keep the upcoming operative temperature within a comfort interval and
at the same time constrain the supply heat flux within practical limits. A discrete transient response
factor method is utilised by a numerical optimisation algorithm that iteratively finds an optimised
solution. The response factor method describes the relation between a piecewise constant supply
heat flux and the succeeding shift in indoor temperature. The stability of the system has been
studied; the initial delay time caused by the time needed for a heat front to conduct from the depth
of the embedded circuit towards the interior sets a limit for the applied period time in the discrete
response method. The predictive optimisation method has been applied in a realistic case where the
operative temperature is successfully kept within the comfort interval.
The self-regulation ability due to a thermal perturbance in the case of feed-forward controlled supply
temperature is studied separately. Such system counteracts any non-periodic thermal perturbance
by shifting the supplied heat flux in the opposite direction. The outcome is a more even indoor
temperature and enhanced utilisation of heat gains. Transient response functions which quantify the
involved thermal processes are derived by the developed model. It has been shown that the
transient shift in supplied heat flux is given by two coupled processes. The first process is related to
the propagation of heat towards the position of the embedded circuit due to the perturbance. The
second process is related to the heat exchange along the embedded circuit due to the excitation of
the supply temperature. The demand of an unchanged supply temperature connects the two
processes (i.e. from the feed-forward supply temperature control). The self-regulation utilisation
factor is defined as the ratio between the accumulated shift in supply heat flux and the energy
content of a finite thermal perturbance. Buildings with small heat losses in combination with a high
equivalent thermal conductance from the supply of the pipe circuit towards the interior yields a high
self-regulation utilisation factor. Hence, self-regulation is an integrated phenomenon which depends
on both the design of the floor heating element and the building.
Keywords: Floor heating, low temperature heating, self-regulation, predictive control.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The estimated final energy use for heating and hot water (per square meter heated floor area) in the
Swedish building stock shows a decreasing trend, see Figure 1. The average one- and two-dwelling
buildings have a final energy use in the range of 125 kWh/m2/year and multi-dwelling buildings 150
kWh/m2/year during 2007. Beside the effect on the final energy use due to conversion from oil to
heat pumps, the decreasing trend is due to energy efficiency measures in the building stock. The heat
demand has decreased through improvements of windows, building envelopes, ventilation system,
efficient hot water use and adjustment of heating systems and so on. The total energy supply in the
Swedish energy system 2008, was 612 TWh (Swedish Energy Agency, 2009A). The total final energy
use (397 TWh excluding conversion and distribution losses) is mainly supplied to the industry, the
transport and the dwelling- and service sector. The dwelling and service sector (141 TWh year 2008)
stands for approximately 36% of the final energy use in the Swedish energy system. The estimated
temperature corrected final energy use for space heating and hot water purpose in the dwelling and
service sector 2007, was 78.2 TWh (Swedish Energy Agency, 2009B).

Multi-dwelling buildings
One- and two-dwelling buildings
Non-residential premises

Figure 1 Final energy use for heating and hot water per heated floor area unit (not temperature corrected). Swedish
Energy Agency (2009B and 2009C).

The energy use in the dwelling sector is expected to decrease in the future due to stricter energy and
environmental policies. The Swedish energy policy regarding energy use in the dwelling and service
sectors was re-formulated in 2006:
“The final energy use (per heated floor area unit) should decrease. The decrease should be 20% by the
year of 2020 and 50% by the year of 2050 in comparison to the final use in 1995. The dependency on
fossil fuels in the dwelling sector should be broken by the year of 2020 while renewable energy is
continuously increasing.”
The EU-27 countries are dependent on fossil fuels. Fossil fuels constituted 79% of the energy supply
in 2006; approximately 37% of the final energy use is related to the dwelling and service sector
(Eurostat, 2009). Energy related green house gas emissions stands for 80% of all emissions in EU-27;
today climate mitigation goals constitute the core aim of the EU energy policy. Energy efficiency
measures in the dwelling sector are important when it comes to climate change mitigation and
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reduction of imported fossil fuels dependency. The member states in the EU have agreed on the next
edition of the directive in the energy performance of buildings (EU-Directive 2002/91/EC) in
November 2009 (European Parliament, 2009). The intention is to improve the exciting building stock
and to significantly reduce the heat demand for new buildings:
“By the end of 2020 EU Member States must ensure that all newly-constructed buildings have a "very
high energy performance", … . And their energy needs must be covered to a very significant extent
from renewable sources, including energy produced on-site or nearby.”
The choice of heating system at building level plays a major role in primary energy use since it
determines the type of energy supply chains that can be used (Joelsson, 2008). Heat sources of low
energy quality are an appealing alternative regarding space heating in dwellings. Surplus heat or low
temperature geothermal heat are examples of low quality energy sources. The use of surplus heat
leads to a reduced need for primary resources in the energy system as a whole. Utilisation of low
quality heat sources are facilitated by the fact that the heat supply system within the building
operates at a low temperature.
Low temperature heating means that the required temperature of the heat carrier is low. The exact
temperature level depends on the considered technology (i.e. heat supply system) and on the
present heat demand of the building. The temperature range is from a few degrees, to approximately
15 degrees, above comfortable room temperature. The purpose of shifting to low temperature
heating technology is not necessarily to decrease the heat demand of the building but it is beneficial
for the energy system as whole since high quality energy sources becomes available for other
purposes (Persson, 2000). Efficient use of the available energy sources is a key parameter towards a
sustainable energy system.
It is essential to decrease the return temperature level from the substations in a district heating
system in order to improve the overall efficiency of the system. A decreased temperature level yields
a reduction of distribution heat losses. The efficiency of heat generation plants, heat pumps and solar
collectors benefits from a reduced temperature level in the district heating system. Furthermore, the
ability to utilise surplus heat as a useful heat source in the district heating system increases. The
required increase in pump power is small if a new building can be connected to the return pipe
instead of the primary pipe of an existing district heating system. Such substation connection is
possible if the connected building can make use of a lower temperature. As a result, the net return
temperature from the substation becomes even lower. It is appealing to build secondary district
heating systems which operate at low temperatures for clusters of low energy buildings (Persson,
2000).
The heat pump moves heat from a cold source (i.e. ground, water, outdoor air or exhaust air) to a
higher temperature level by using mechanical work (i.e. electric energy). The coefficient of
performance (COP) is the ratio between the useful heat movement and the work input required to
run the machine. According to the Carnot efficiency, the performance of the heat pump benefits
from the fact that the heat supply system is designed with a low temperature. As a brief example,
heat pumps for single family houses have COP in the range of 3.5 if the temperature lift is from 0°C to
55°C while the COP increases to 4.9 for the same heat pump if a low temperature system is applied
(0°C to 35°C).
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Low temperature heating is mainly accomplished by applying large internal heat traansferring areas
neric name of a
such as floors, ceiling and walls (Perrsson, 2000). Embedded surface heating is the gen
heat supply system that is integraated within the building structure; according to
o the European
standard EN 15377 (CEN, 2008). Th
hrough the history, the building structure has beeen utilised for
space heating purpose during manyy thousands of years; Chinese Kang, Korean Ondo
ol and Roman &
Greek Hypocaust systems are historrical examples of embedded surface heating (Beaan et al., 2010).
Water-based floor heating is a typiccal example of modern embedded surface heating, see Figure 2.
Heat is supplied to the building structure by means of pipes or ducts embedded in a casted layer of
ng material. The systems can also be fitted w
within wooden
concrete, screed or similar buildin
constructions; heat conduction platees, typically of aluminium, are in this case mountted close to the
pipe circuit in order to facilitate lateeral heat conduction. The embedded pipe/duct ssystem in union
with the adjoining building structuree function as a large heat exchanger. The elementt is at the same
time part of the building envelope where
w
heat is conducted from the inside towards th
he outside.

Figure 2 Illustration of a floor heating constrruction. On the left-hand side a concrete embedded system and on the righthand side a light weight system with heat co
onduction plates fitted in a wooden joist. (By courtesy of Up
ponor)

The increased temperature at the depth of the pipe circuit induces an upward h
heat flux which
urface becomes
corresponds to the useful fraction of the net supply heat flux; hence, the floor su
warmer. The useful fraction of the supply heat flux equals the heat demand of thee building if no
other heating systems operate in thee building. One disadvantage with floor heating iss that there also
exists an additional heat flux from
m the depth of the pipe circuit towards the gro
ound or to the
hin the building
apartment below. This additional heeat loss is due to the fact that heat is supplied with
envelope; partly outside the interiorr space. The ratio between the upward heat flux and the supply
heat flux is given by the insulation effficiency η (Roots et al., 2005). The insulation efficiency depends
mainly on the thickness of the underlying thermal insulation towards the ground and the thermal
m
The practical meaning is that thicker tthermal ground
resistance of the floor covering material.
insulation must be applied in the casse of floor heating in comparison to an ideal heatin
ng system if the
supply heat flux should remain con
nstant. Hence, at least 250mm thermal insulatio
on towards the
ground and the use of floor materiial with low thermal resistance (i.e. avoidance of thick wooden
floors etc.) is given as a general recommendation (Swedish Energy Agency et al.).
A concrete floor slab, which embedss the pipe circuit, comprises a significant thermal mass that leads
to a delay time between the heat su
upply and the response in indoor temperature. A drawback with
conventional control techniques is their
t
inability to compensate for the delay time aand to adapt to
changing dynamics (Chen, 2001). Th
he thermal mass of the floor heating system is no
ot necessarily a
negative thing; the thermal mass of
o buildings can be utilised as short-time therm
mal storage in a
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district heating system (Wigbels et al., 2005). The storage yields a heat buffer which can be useful in
order to level out the heat generation in the district heating system. The storage effect is higher for
thermally heavy heat supply systems such as concrete embedded floor heating; heat can be stored
within the slab without a subsequent increase of the indoor temperature.
The temperature decrease from the supply towards the return end of the floor heating pipe circuit is
lower in comparison to a hydronic radiator system. Large temperature differences along the circuit
would yield an uneven floor surface temperature which is uncomfortable. Hence, for the same
supply heat flux the fluid flow rate is higher in the floor heating case which yields an increased
auxiliary heat loss for circulation pumps (Olesen et al., 2009).
A significant share of the investment cost for floor heating is allocated to the cost for the control
system; in particular room control (i.e. room thermostats for each pipe circuit) can be estimated to
25-40% of the total investment cost for concrete embedded floor heating according to two
manufacturers. Concrete or screed embedded systems are significantly cheaper than systems for
light-weight wooden construction. These light systems consist of more components (i.e. heat
conduction plates and particle boards with immersed tracks for the pipe loops).
In the case of passive houses, the additional investment cost for decreasing the heat demand is to
some extent compensated by cost reductions due to a simplified heat supply system. The heat
demand is reduced to a minimum in the passive house design principle. Swedish passive houses are
mainly equipped with an air-based heating system which utilises the supply air flow as heat carrier.
According to the simulations (Jansson, 2008), the supply air temperature may exceed the
requirement of maximally +52°C during winter conditions, air exchange rate of 0.5h-1 and a set point
temperature at +22°C. Overall, few examples of low energy buildings fitted with floor heating are
documented in Sweden. Beiron et al. (2007) describes experiences and measurements from the
operation of a well insulated multi-dwelling building fitted with floor heating.
There is an interest in exploring the transient operation of the floor heating system fitted in well
insulated residential buildings. Such combination yields very low supply temperatures. The
possibility to simplify the system design and the control without jeopardising thermal comfort is also
of interest; such simplification would reduce the investment cost and facilitate utilisation of heat
sources of low energy quality.
1.2 Hypothesis
Space heating in residential buildings with a low heat demand is achievable by means of low
temperature water-based floor heating. Acceptable thermal comfort is attainable through a
prescribed supply water temperature and the self-regulation ability although active thermal control
at room level is rejected. The optimal supply fluid temperature can show small variations in
amplitude and time. Hence, simple control strategies are possible without jeopardising thermal
comfort.
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1.3 Limits and assumptions
The combination of a well insulated residential building fitted with low temperature water-based
floor heating is studied. The floor heating pipes are embedded within a concrete slab. One and twodwelling buildings with a concrete slab on ground foundation are considered. The purpose of the
floor heating system is to provide space heating during the heating system. The building itself is the
boundary of the studied system; hence, the energy system outside the building is not considered
explicitly, see Figure 3. The transient thermal system operation is considered through the use of
theoretical models.

Figure 3 Illustration of energy supply chains and the boundaries of the study.

Within the system borders the considered system is affected by internal heat gains through heat
emission from persons and their activities. These heat gains are predefined in amplitude and time
according to the general behaviour. Incoming solar radiation is assumed to incident evenly on the
entire floor surface followed by a diffuse reflection. The general theoretical model threats un-linear
heat convection and heat radiation; however, in a part of the analysis a linear assumption is
implemented in the theoretical model. The building is considered to be unfurnished.
Thermal comfort is estimated by the simplified operative temperature (i.e. the equal weight of the
average surface temperature and the indoor air temperature). A well-mixed indoor air volume is
assumed. The fluid temperature distribution along the embedded pipe is assumed as quasi steady
state. The embedded pipe circuit is considered only through its heat exchange capability. The fluid
flow rate and either supply temperature or supply heat flux, depending on the control method, are
assumed ideally controlled. The hydraulic condition for the embedded pipe system is not explicitly
accounted for. However, the fluid flow rate is constrained within limits which yields total pressure
losses which corresponds to rules of thumb (i.e. maximum 20-25 kPa). Heat generated by the
operation of the circulation pump is not accounted for.
The thesis does not generate a set of general guidelines for the design of the floor heating system
(i.e. centre-to-centre distance, pipe mounting height, fluid flow rate, slab thickness, floor covering
material etc.) or the building design (i.e. U-values or ventilation method).
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1.4 Method
Theoretical models which describe the overall transient thermal floor heating operation constitute
the basis for the analysis given in this thesis. The considered combination of building, floor heating
element, heat gains and control system is described by set of theoretical models which together form
a dynamic thermal system which is implanted in the Simulink software which works on top of the
Matlab software. In detail, the general transient heat conduction problem within the floor slab is
numerically solved by an explicit control volume method. The entire dynamic thermal system is
simultaneously solved by the inbuilt numerical solver (i.e. by Simulink). The numerical model is
hereafter referred to as the Simulink model.
The structure of the developed Simulink model is compatible with the pre-defined structure given by
the International Building Physics Toolbox in Simulink (Weitzmann et al., 2003). The Simulink model
is verified by comparison with validated heat transfer software and by comparison with published
results from measurements of a concrete embedded floor heating system.
Superposition technique is applied in order to identify two elementary sub-processes which together
describe the self-regulation effect. The clarification of the self-regulation phenomena is given
through the use of a response factor method. The transient behaviour of the two sub-processes is
derived from a step-change excitation of each sub-system which is numerically calculated by the
Simulink model. Hence, the results obtained from the Simulink model is the basis for the applied
response factor method.
The response factor method is also applied in order to describe the relation between the supply heat
flux and the subsequent time-dependent indoor temperature response. The elementary pulseresponse function is the basis for the control methods which are given in this thesis. A model based
predictive control method (Garcia et al., 1989) is applied in order to optimise the control of the floor
heating system. A numerical optimisation routine (i.e. the fmincon Matlab function) calculates
iteratively the upcoming constrained supply heat flux which minimises the deviation between the
indoor temperature and a given comfort interval. A simplified lumped 2-node model is considered as
an alternative to the Simulink model in the analysis of control methods.
A description of a reference building equipped with water-based floor heating is appended. The
reference building is frequently used in Paper III, VI and VII.
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2 Calculation methods
Section 2.1 and 2.2 gives a brief summary of the developed theoretical models and its verification.
These sections are based on Paper I, III and IV. Section 2.3 describes a simplified lumped model which
is applied in Paper VII.
2.1 Development of embedded surface heating model in Simulink
The development of a numerical model that assesses the transient operation of embedded waterbased constitutes an important part of the work presented in this thesis. The aim is to calculate the
resulting indoor thermal conditions which occur due to a given design of the building including the
embedded surface hating system. Relevant design parameters associated with the embedded surface
heating system should be included as well as the control algorithm of the system. Water-based
embedded surface heating systems are integrated in the structure of the building and the operation
is very much dependent on the dynamic situation within the building. Figure 4 illustrate some of the
dynamic interactions which affect the embedded system operation from a thermal point of view.

Attic space
- Transmittive heat transfer
So
Air leakage
lar
rad
iat
ion
External weather (hourly)
- Air temperature
- Solar radiation (direct and diffuse)
- Long wave radiation (sky and ground)

Ceiling construction - Heat storage

Internal Air Zone

Ventilation

Convective heat transfer
- Heat exchange with constructions
- Ventilation and air leakage
- Other convective gains

Window construction
- Transmittive heat transfer
- Solar radiation transmittance

Internal distribution of radiation
- Long wave radiation exchange
- Solar radiation
- Other radiative gains

Internal wall construction
- Transmittive heat transfer
- Heat storage

External wall construction
- Transmittive heat transfer
- Heat storage
Floor heating element
Ground material
- Transmittive heat transfer
- Heat storage

Inlet fluid
Outlet fluid

- Transmittive heat transfer
- Heat storage
- Convective heat transfer within embedded pipes

Figure 4 Illustration of the dynamic operation condition for the embedded surface heating system.

The International Building Physics Toolbox in Simulink (IBPT) and the HAM-Tools library (Sasic
Kalagasisis, 2004) are the starting point in the implementation of an embedded surface heating
model. The software consists of several separate calculation procedures (tools), each representing
certain building components or systems. By using the system of well defined data signals, tools can
be combined in a more complex calculating procedure, leading to a prototype of a building as a
system. Figure 5 illustrates the main categories of tools defined by IBPT; the intricate system of data
signals which connect the tools with each other is not given. The entire Simulink model has the ability
to perform a general thermal system analysis where the transient operation of the embedded
surface heating system is assessed jointly with all relevant systems. The resulting indoor air
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temperature, surface temperatures for the whole set of subsurfaces within the enclosure and the
supply heat flux to the embedded system over time are the outputs from a calculation.

Figure 5 Illustration of the main components in the modular Simulink tool grouped according to IBPT.

The efforts in model improvement and development have been focusing on:

- Implementing an increased internal space discretisation of internal surfaces.
- Implementing a comprehensive long wave radiation exchange model between internal
subsurfaces including methods for pre-calculation of view factors.
- Implementing two-dimensional heat conduction (explicit control volume method) in the
embedded surface heating element and a pipe inclusion method in order to model the
thermal interaction between the pipe circuit and the embedding material
- Implementing a model which describes the longitudinal heat convection due to the circulation
of fluid in the embedded pipe circuit
The embedded surface heating element is subdivided in a number of smaller room sub surfaces, see
Figure 6. In this manner, a spatial grid is established where the pipe circuits can be positioned. Thus,
the spatial grid is determined by the desired pipe circuit pattern. The total length of the pipe circuit is
subdivided in the same manner. The result is a sequence of pipe segments, see Figure 6 and Figure 7.
For each subsurface/pipe segment, the underlying material volume is represented by a twodimensional transversal section plane, see Figure 6. All section planes are perpendicular to the pipe
direction and bounded by interior and exterior boundaries, all other boundaries are adiabatic. The
section plane is built up by an arbitrary number of material layers. This means that the model
comprises several important design parameters which together determine the heat exchange
capability of the element: centre-to-centre distance, pipe mounting height, pipe circuit pattern, slab
thickness, floor covering material, floor thickness and the thermal ground insulation.
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Figure 6 Sketch illustrating the spatial discretisation of a single embedded surface heating element, pointers designate
the horizontal projection of the hydronic pipe position and the fluid motion. The inset displays three serially coupled
section planes.
k=0
Pipe
inlet
s

1

2

3

K-1

2

L

k=K
Pipe
return

Figure 7 Longitudinal discretisation of pipe circuit into pipe segments. Index k denotes the fluid motion from inlet (k=0)
to return (k=K).

The transient heat transfer in the embedded element is solved by an explicit control volume method.
The pipe is fictitiously projected at the corner between four control volumes, called pipe inclusion
control volumes. Thus, each segment of the pipe is divided in four quadrants, see Figure 8. Each pipe
segment is thermally coupled to the corresponding section plane through the pipe quadrants. Hence,
heat source terms are implemented in the calculation scheme at each pipe inclusion node. The
transversal heat fluxes (i.e. the heat source terms) are determined by the temperature potential and
the thermal resistance between the fluid and the pipe inclusion node (i.e. the sum of surface heat
transfer resistance at the inner pipe wall surface, the pipe wall resistance and the resistance in the
embedding material between the pipe and the inclusion node). The heat exchange is also
longitudinally distributed along the embedded pipe circuit. The longitudinal fluid temperature
distribution (from inlet to return) consists of a step-wise sequence of all pipe segment solutions
which are calculated by applying local quasi steady state conditions valid during each discrete timestep of the calculation.
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Figure 8 Projection of an embedded pipe segment in between four quadratic pipe inclusion control volumes. These four
control volumes are a subset of the whole transversal section plane.

The model for the embedded surface heating element is thermally coupled to a room model through
heat convection and long wave radiation exchange at the interior surface of the element. The Net
Radiation Exchange model given by Hottel et al. (1967) has been implemented in the excising zone
model. The long wave radiation exchange is distributed between internal surfaces according to the
surface temperature distribution, surface emissivity and view factors. The algorithm for the Net
Radiation Exchange method is given in the licentiate thesis by Karlsson (2006).
The capability to calculate the surface temperature distribution within an enclosure heated by floor
heating is illustrated by Figure 9 and Figure 10. The refinement of the spatial grid is also implemented
at walls, windows and the ceiling of the enclosure. Hence, the exchange of long wave radiation is
calculated for the whole set of subsurfaces. The momentary surface temperature distribution is
illustrated by Figure 10. The ability to calculate a refined surface temperature distribution yields the
possibility to improve the assessment of thermal comfort within the zone.
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East wall
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6
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7
8

0

Figure 9 Example of a three-dimensional wire frame model. For details see Paper I.
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0.1°C (contour lines for the south wall and the windows are excluded). For details see Paper I.

The operation of a surface embedded heating system requires a control system which controls the
supply fluid temperature and the fluid flow rate through the circuit. An ideal connection to the
primary system is assumed. Hence, the exact supply parameters which are determined by the control
system are directly implemented to the supply end of the pipe circuit. Due to the modular structure
of the Simulink model, an arbitrary number of pipe circuits can be positioned within the same
building element. Furthermore, an arbitrary number of embedded surface heating elements can be
positioned in the same enclosure. Correspondingly, several pipe circuits are connected to a common
supply manifold assembly and a common return manifold assembly. The fluid flow can be individually
adjusted for each pipe circuit. The hydraulic condition for the embedded pipe system is not
considered; hence, a shift in fluid flow for a single circuit does not affect other circuits in the
hydraulic system. The model handles the multi-zone situation where several rooms in a dwelling are
simulated simultaneously thanks to the modular structure of Simulink.
2.2 Verification of the Simulink model
The section plane model including the pipe inclusion has been verified by comparing the subsequent
heat flux from the pipe circuit with a validated heat transfer software (Blomberg, 1996). A typical
floor heating cross section has been studied (12mm wooden floor covering, 100mm concrete slab,
250mm thermal ground insulation, the pipe is positioned 32mm from the insulation and the centreto-centre distance is 200mm). The results from the steady state comparison are summarised as:
• The total thermal resistance from the pipe towards the interior, in the case of wood flooring,
deviated by -0.3 % for a dense section plane discretisation and by +0.8% for a coarse mesh
• The region close to the pipe is studied separately. The numerical error for the simplified pipe
inclusion method is only -0.3% in relation to the total thermal resistance for the whole
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section plane (dense mesh). A large fraction of the total error in thermal resistance is
allocated to the simplified pipe inclusion method.
A response-test was accomplished in order to verify the developed model’s transient accuracy. A unit
step-change in fluid temperature excites the system. The subsequent transient heat fluxes are
compared with a reference solution within one section plane. Hence, the longitudinal heat exchange
model is not subject of this verification test. The results for the numerical error in heat exchange
between the pipe and the embedding material are summarised as:
• Large relative errors during a short initial period due to limitations in the discretisation of pipe
inclusion control volumes (i.e. the node of the pipe inclusion control volumes must be
located outside the embedded pipe)
• The relative numerical error never exceeds ±0.7% for a dense discretisation (after an initial
time period of 175s)
• The relative error reaches its maximum amplitude at -5.1% after 36min in the case of a coarse
mesh
The upward heat flux at the surface is of major importance since it corresponds to the useful heating
of the room. The delay time between the step-change in fluid temperature and the increase in
surface heat flux precludes a relative comparison during an initial period. The results for the
numerical error in surface heat flux and surface energy transfer are summarised as:
• The surface energy transfer is assessed with high accuracy before the surface heat flux has
increased to a significant level
• The dense mesh yields a 4% accuracy in surface heat flux after 22min although the surface
heat flux has only reached 6.1% of the steady state value after such short time period
• The relative error in surface energy transfer is less than +2.5% after one hour of operation and
+0.7% after ten hours of operation for the dense mesh; the coarse mesh yields +2.3% and 1.7%.
Prior to this study, Caccavelli et al. (1994 and 1995) experimentally derived reference data for the
specific setup of concrete embedded floor heating. This data is utilised in order to experimentally
validate the developed embedded surface heating model in the case of concrete embedded floor
heating. The test is performed in a test cell where the indoor temperature is controlled by ventilation
in order to yield a fairly constant boundary condition at the top surface of the floor element, see
Figure 11. The transient thermal response of the system is tested in both long (16 h) and short (30
min) cycle experiments where the water flow rate alters between on and off.
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Figure 11 The experimental test cell and the floor construction with indication of measurement locations
(Caccavelli et al., 1994).

An overall heat balance computation for the entire test cell is not possible since the air exchange rate
of the test cell is not measured explicitly; the model validation is therefore limited to the embedded
surface heating element. Surface temperatures at the walls and the ceiling, air temperature within
the test cell, operative temperature underneath the floor (casted on top of removable test bench,
see Figure 11) and the supply water temperate to each pipe circuit are measured during the
experiments. The set of measured values corresponds to the complete set of boundary conditions.
The supply temperature is fairly constant at +36°C and the temperature decline is in the range of
3.3°C . Hence, the system operates in the range of the maximum heat supply which is seen at the
surface temperatures (i.e. in the range of +28 to +25°C). Another set of measurement points are
utilised in order to validate the model; the temperature of the return water (during pump operation)
and the entire set of measurement points along the pipe loop at different heights (TS, TH, TB and TI
according to Figure 12).
Measurment
Location 7

Measurment
Location 9

Section plane width 197.5mm

TS
Concrete 60mm

Measurment
Location 8

TH
Pipe Inclusion
Nodes (supply)

Pipe Inclusion
Nodes (return)
15mm

TB

Reinforcement
layer (4mm)

Centre
Axis

= Measurement Point (thermo couples)

Figure 12 Location of measurement points in the transversal section plane.
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Themal Insulation 60mm

TI

Selected results for the reference simulation are presented here. Measured and calculated
temperatures at measurement location 7, 8, 9 and at the outlet of the pipe loop are given for the
long cycle experiment, see Figure 13. The simulated transient response yields matching results when
the shapes of the response curves are considered. The response is initially (i.e. first two hours)
slightly faster at measurement point 7, which is closer to the supply, than at location 9. The response
between the pipes (i.e. location 8) yields a delay time and prolonged response which is assessed by
the model. The model assesses the temperature amplitudes in the short cycle experiment with good
precision, see Figure 14. Furthermore, the difference in amplitude among the measurement points is
also correct; hence, measurement points close to the embedded pipe fluctuates with higher
amplitude than measurement points further way.
Common for long and short cycle tests (reference simulation) is that the model underestimates the
heat exchange between fluid and the element (i.e. by 16% at the end of the long cycle test, see the
outlet temperature in Figure 13). Surface temperatures are generally assessed with good precision.
However, the temperatures in the core of the slab are generally underestimated in both tests (i.e. 0.3
to 1.5°C in the long cycle experiment).
Several causes for the observed deviation in temperature levels between the surface and the core as
well as the deviation in heat exchange are discussed in Paper V; a résumé is given here.
Unfortunately, the thermal resistance between the pipe loop and the interior is not large due to the
lack of floor covering; hence, the relative importance of the choice of convective surface heat
transfer model is large. The choice of convective surface heat transfer model is believed to be an
important reason for the deviations observed due to the uncertainties induced by possible forced
convection. The estimated air exchange rate due to the design of the experiment is much higher than
in a residential building. Furthermore, there is a list of other possible causes: influence from pipe
sagging between mounts, location of thermocouples (i.e. TH and TB) in relation to the possible
location determined by the calculation nodes in the model (see locations in Figure 12), influence on
the temperature field due to the steel reinforcement mat, thermal film resistance due to the present
flow regime in the pipe. Several of these scenarios are tested one by one in a sensibility analysis. The
resulting shift in temperatures and heat exchange for each of the tests corresponds to what one
would expect. However, none of the causes can individually explain the observed deviations.
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Figure 13 Measurement and simulation of the transient long cycle test. Results for measurement point 7, 8 and 9 are
presented.
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Figure 14 Measurement and simulation of the transient short cycle test. Results for measurement point 7, 8 and 9 are
presented.

2.3 Simplified lumped 2-node model
A simplified lumped 2-node model is studied, see Figure 15. The heat capacity and the temperature
of the entire floor heating element are lumped in one single lower node (fh). The temperature and
heat capacity of the indoor air volume and the material on the inside of the thermal insulation
(excluding the floor structure and material facing the exterior) is lumped in one single upper node (i).
The parameter in the lumped model has a direct physical meaning: C is the lumped heat capacity of
each node, K fh is the thermal conductance between the depth of the pipe circuit and the interior
(i.e. including the combined surface heat transfer coefficient for convection and long wave radiation),

Ke is the total thermal conductance for conductive and ventilation heat losses and η is the
insulation efficiency of the floor element.

Figure 15 Thermal network illustrating the step-response of the lumped 2-node model.
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The model is applied in order to describe the transient relation between the supply heat flux and the
subsequent response in indoor temperature. The solution for the non-dimensional step-response
indoor temperature ui ( t ) is given by an explicit formula, see Equation 1. Two exponential terms
determines the transient properties of the system. tc, fh expresses the time shift between the lumped
temperature of the floor heating slab u fh ( t ) and the lumped indoor temperature ui ( t ) . The
parameter b expresses the magnitude of the initial reduction of the non-dimensional step-response
temperature during the initial step-response process which is approximately 0 ≤ t < tc, fh . The
characteristic time tc,i refers to the time span required to attain steady state conditions where the
heat losses are balanced by the heat supply system. As an example, calculations of the parameters
for the reference room is given in Paper VII; the characteristic time tc,i becomes 3.23 days, tc, fh
equals 3.0h and the parameter b attains a value of -0.041. The lumped 2-node model yields a stepresponse function ui ( t ) that agrees very well with the solution obtained from the Simulink model,
see Figure 16. The simplified model is surprisingly accurate in the case of the reference room.
Especially the initial delay time (i.e. tc, fh ) as the heat front conducts from the depth of the pipe
circuit towards the interior is included in the two-node model.

η 

t
t

tc, fh
tc,i
ui ( t ) =
⋅ 1 −  (1 + b ) ⋅ e − b ⋅ e
Ke  
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Figure 16 Non-dimensional step-response temperatures ui(t) (operative indoor temperature) calculated by the lumped 2node model and the reference Simulink model. The left-hand side illustrates the long term response during 16 days and
the right-hand side illustrates the initial 36h.
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3 Determination of the supply fluid temperature
The methods and results given in this section summarises Paper VII.
3.1 Optimised supply fluid temperature
Paper VII describes a model based predictive control method which calculates the optimal supply
fluid temperature Ts ( t ) based on the transient properties of the floor heating element and a
prediction of the approaching heat demand. The objective is to keep the upcoming indoor operative
indoor temperature Ti ( t ) within a pre-defined comfort interval and at the same time constrain the
supply heat flux Qs ( t ) within practical limits. For instance, Qs ( t ) should not obtain a negative value
or impractical high heat flux amplitudes.
The basic structure of this so-called Model Based Predictive control method is given by Figure 17;
four main elements are identified in the method. The optimising element is the core of the method.
The optimal and constrained Qs,op ( t ) is iteratively calculated according to the desired objectives
(comfort interval and heat supply constraints) and the inherited limitations from the transient
properties of the floor heating element. The optimisation element rely on a model which describes
the transient relation between Qs ( t ) and the subsequent response in the indoor temperature

Ti,+ ( t ) . The prediction element describes the upcoming heat demand through the free-running
indoor operative temperature Ti, free ( t ) . Finally, the optimal supply heat flux Qs,op ( t ) is transformed
into the corresponding optimal supply fluid temperature Ts,op ( t ) .

Figure 17 Block diagram illustrating the model based predictive control scheme.
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The applied method considers the available prediction of heat gains and the outdoor temperature as
a perfect prediction for all times. The prediction is expressed by the free-running indoor temperature

Ti, free ( t ) which arises under the influence of the heat gains, solar radiation and the outdoor
temperature if the heat supply to the floor heating system is turned off for all times. Ti, free ( t )
represents the base level from which the heating system should shift the indoor temperature to an
acceptable level. An assumed perfect prediction, results in a free-running process that is quantified in
advance for all times.
The model which describes the transient relation between Qs ( t ) and the indoor temperature
increase from the base level Ti,+ ( t ) is crucial in the applied method. The model must be rapid in
order to find the optimal Qs,op ( t ) by iteration. On the other hand, it must accurately describe the
dynamics of the system. A discrete response factor method fulfils these requirements and is
therefore implemented. Hence, the heat supply to the pipe circuit is assumed step-wise constant (i.e.
n

a continuous sequence of heat pulses with width t p and amplitude q ). The momentary
m
temperature increase at time t = m ⋅ t p due to the past sequence of heat pulses is given by Ti,+ . Thus,
m
the transient indoor temperature is evaluated as a string of discrete values Ti , see Equation 2.

Ti m = Ti,mfree + Ti,+m

(2)

The response factor method utilises the elementary non-dimensional step-response function ui ( t ) ,
see Figure 16. The ui ( t ) function is the resultant indoor operative temperature due to a unit stepchange excitation in supply heat flux. The shape of the step-response function is given by the
transient properties of the combination of floor heating element and building. The step-response
function is calculated by a reference model. Restrictions in the reference model are inherited into the
shape of the response function. In this study is either the Simulink model or the simplified lumped 2node model applied as reference models in order to calculate ui ( t ) . The continuous Ti,+ ( t ) due to
an arbitrary continuous Qs ( t ) is given by using a convolution formula, see Equation 3. In comparison
to the numerical Simulink model, the response factor method significantly reduces the
computational requirement which is a must in order to find an optimal supply heat flux through
iteration.
t

Ti,+ ( t ) =  Qs (τ ) ⋅
0

dui
( t − τ ) dτ
dt

(3)

Discrete values of the elementary step-response function are applied in order to compose a discrete
pulse-response function; ui,p ( tm ) is the momentary indoor temperature at time tm = t p ⋅ m due to
n

the single unit heat pulse which ends at time tn , see Equation 4. ui,p ( tm ) is exemplified for at t p
n

equal to 24h by Figure 18.
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n
ui,p
( t p ⋅ m ) = ui ( t p ⋅ ( m − n + 1) ) − ui ( t p ⋅ ( m − n ) ) t p > 0 , m ≥ n
u ( tm ) = 
0
otherwise

n
i,p

(4)
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Figure 18 Example of a calculated (Simulink) pulse-response ui,p(t) for a period time of 24h. The pulse excites the system
between 0h-24h (i.e. the pulse is denoted n=1). Momentary values at time tm=tp·m is illustrated by the sequence of
circular markers. We exemplify the momentary value ui,p at tm=8tp (m=8).
m

The momentary increase of the indoor temperature Ti , + at time tm is given by the sum of the
previous sequence of single heat pulse responses according to the principle of superposition, see
m

Equation 5. Ti , + is given by a discrete weighting of the heat supply amplitudes where the elementary
single pulse response is utilised as time weighting function. The amplitude of the nth heat pulse is
n

given by q .
n =m

n
Ti,+m =  q n ⋅ ui,p
( tm )

(5)

n =1

The string of Ti , + for all times between 0 ≤ t ≤ t p ⋅ M can be obtained through the matrix operation
m

(Equation 6) where M ⋅ t p represents the final time of interest. The elements of matrix A , a m,n are
given by the elementary single pulse-response according to Equation 4. For a given system and a
m

given piece-wise constant heat supply, the sequence of discrete Ti , + is rapidly calculated through a
matrix multiplication.

T+ = A×Q

(6)

 Ti,+1 
 q1 
 a1,1 0  
0 
 
 



 
  
  
   0
T+ =  Ti,+m  , Q =  q n  , A =  a m,1   0
 
 
 


0 

 
  
  
 
T M 
q M 
 a M,1  a M,n  a M,M 
 


 i,+ 
Generally for the response factor method, the governing equations must be linear since the principle
of superposition is utilised. Hence, a constant convective surface heat transfer coefficient hconv is
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assumed. The radiative heat exchange is approximately linear as long as the indoor temperature is
close to the reference level which is applied during the calculation of the elementary response
function ui ( t ) . Furthermore, the volume flow rate in the embedded pipe circuit cannot change in
relation to the constant volume flow rate applied when the elementary step-response function

ui ( t ) is calculated.
The objective of the method is realised by the comfort interval Ti,lower ( t ) , Ti,upper ( t )  . The method
aims to keep the temperature within this interval. The wider the comfort interval is the easier is the
control task. The interval approach is more feasible than a fixed set point temperature which is a very
strict target. Based on the comfort interval, we define an objective function G which expresses the
norm of the momentary temperature deviation which emerges during the considered time span

0 ≤ t ≤ tM , see Equation 7. Constants β upper and β lower express the penalty due to the momentary
m
deviation between the net indoor temperature Ti and the upper or lower bounds respectively. The

operation interval Qs,lower , Qs,upper  constrains the heat supply. The lowest possible heat supply
amplitude Qs,lower is usually equal to zero, and the upper bound Qs,upper is usually given by the design
heat power.

G=

M

 g (m)
i =1

2

m
 β upper ⋅ Ti m − Ti,upper


m
g ( m ) =  β lower ⋅ Ti m − Ti,lower

0


m
Ti m > Ti,upper
m
Ti m < Ti,lower

(7)

m
m
Ti,lower
≤ Ti m ≤ Ti,upper

m
The series of momentary Ti is calculated iteratively by utilising the rapid response factor method

until the solution converges into one optimised solution Qs,op ( t ) which minimises the objective
function during the upcoming time sequence. Ti,op ( t ) is the optimised indoor temperature which is
within the comfort interval for as long time as possible. The optimisation problem is solved by
applying the fmincon Matlab function which numerically finds the minimum to a constrained nonm

linear multivariable function. The optimisation method makes use of the prognosticated Ti, free during
the whole considered time sequence.
The final step in the method is to transform the supply heat flux into the corresponding supply fluid
temperature; Paper VII yields a general transformation method for a continuous Qs ( t ) . The
elementary non-dimensional supply fluid temperature us ( t ) due to the unit step-change in supply
heat flux is needed in the transformation. us ( t ) needs to take into account the transient properties
of the pipe circuit and is therefore calculated by the detailed Simulink model. The transformation is
an essential part of the studied control method since the aim is to determine the optimal supply fluid
temperature Ts,op ( t ) rather than Qs,op ( t ) . The reason is that the self-regulation ability of the floor
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heating element is only possible if Ts ( t ) is the controlled supply variable. However, Qs,op ( t ) is
utilised as a transition variable within the optimisation algorithm since it greatly simplifies the
implementation of heat supply constrains.
A transient case study is given in Paper VII where the method is tested; selected results for a 10 day
period are given in order to exemplify the outcome of the optimisation algorithm. The considered
free-running sub process is given by Figure 19. The comfort interval is defined as +20° to +22° and the
supply heat flux is constrained within 0 to 35 W/m2. The applied method is based on a period time of
2h. Two optimised solutions Qs,op ( t ) are illustrated; one with elementary response function
obtained from the Simulink model and one that is obtained from the lumped 2-node model. The
results are very similar; hence, the lumped 2-node model is applicable as a simplified tool in order to
calculate the elementary step-response function ui ( t ) . Ti, free ( t ) is quite stable in comparison to the
applied comfort interval. However, there is a peak in solar gains which is followed by a cold spell
during the 44th-45th day of the year which clearly shows the operation of the optimised control. This
event causes the free-running indoor temperature to increase followed by a rapid decrease of
approximately 5°C, see Figure 19. As seen, the heat supply first decreases in order to counteract the
solar gain followed by an increase in order to counteract the cold spell during the night. At this stage

Qs ( t ) is limited by Qs,upper . Finally, the heat supply is reduced during the later stage of the cold spell
in order to avoid over-temperatures afterwards.
The transformation from the Qs,op ( t ) into the corresponding Ts,op ( t ) is given for the Simulink
solution Qs,op ( t ) , see Figure 21. The optimal supply fluid temperature is relatively stable over the
considered time period. The shifts in supply temperature during the cold spell are within a few
degrees. Finally the continuous Ti,op ( t ) is calculated by the Simulink model. The indoor temperature
is within the desired comfort interval during most of the studied time period, see Figure 22. The
upper limit of the comfort interval is exceeded during the transient period at day 44 and 45. The
temperature difference caused by the different choice of elementary step-response function (i.e.
lumped 2-node or Simulink model) can also be seen in Figure 22.
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Figure 19 The considered free-running indoor temperature and exterior temperature.
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Figure 20 Optimised supply heat fluxes during the considered time period.
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Figure 21 The corresponding optimal supply fluid temperature during the considered time period. The transformation is
calculated with a 60s discrete time-step.
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Figure 22 The calculated (i.e. by Simulink) resultant indoor temperature due to the optimised heat supply parameters.

3.2 Simplified methods in order to calculate the heat supply
Alternative solutions in order to calculate Qs ( t ) have been explored in Paper VII. The linear
equation system defined by Equation 6 can be straightforwardly solved. However, the equation
system becomes nearly singular for short t p which cause very large and fluctuating heat supply
amplitudes. A study of the condition number of matrix A yields that t p must be larger than the
characteristic time scale tc, fh , which is determined by the simplified lumped 2-node model. The
studied reference room yields a tc, fh equal to 3h. This corresponds with the results from Hagentoft et
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al. (2008); there is no limited and continuous solution Qs ( t ) that yields a fixed Ti ( t ) for all times.
The reason is the initial delay caused by the time needed for the heat front to conduct from the
depth of the pipe circuit towards the interior.
Calculations for the reference room exemplify the instability problem for shorter t p . A fixed set point
temperature is at 21° and period times of 4h, 8h and 24h are applied for the same 10 days period,
see Figure 23 and Figure 24. The resulting momentary indoor temperature fulfils exactly the desired
set point at each t p . However, the obtained supply heat fluxes indicate the problem with this
method; t p must be even longer than tc, fh in order to avoid a fluctuating, or even worse, a negative

Qs ( t ) . Hence, the direct solution of the equation system (Equation 6) has not the ability to follow
the dynamics of the heat demand without generating an impracticable Qs ( t ) .
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Figure 23 Calculated heat supply series for a 10 days period with period times of 4h, 8h and 24h respectively.
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Figure 24 The calculated indoor temperature during a 10 days period for the three heat supply series illustrated in Figure
23.

An explicit formula for the continuous supply heat flux is derived from the lumped 2-node model, see
Equation 8. The explicit formula shows that Qs ( t ) reaches high values when rapid shifts in the freerunning indoor temperature occur. Moreover, the longer characteristic time scales the room and
system have the larger heat supply amplitudes are needed.

η ⋅ Qs ( t )
Ke

= Ti,+ ( t ) − ( tc,i + tc, fh )

dTi, free
dt

− tc,i ⋅ tc, fh

25

d 2Ti, free
dt 2

(8)

The explicit formula is applied in order to calculate the continuous Qs ( t ) for the reference room.
The desired indoor temperature is constantly 21°C in this example. Figure 25 yields the calculated
heat supply during 10days of system operation. Discrete values each 60s of the free-running indoor
temperature and the corresponding time derivatives are considered in this example. The explicit
solution Qs ( t ) fluctuates with large values of the heat supply flux. Thus, the explicit solution is not
practically applicable. The corresponding Ti ( t ) is calculated by the detailed Simulink model, see
Figure 27. The resultant Ti ( t ) deviates from the desired value of 21°C due to the simplifications
associated with the lumped model.
The moving average based on the continuous solution is also considered in an attempt to level out
the observed heavy fluctuations. The moving average is based on a 24h period, 12h back in time and
12h ahead in time; see Figure 26. This approach yields an approximate solution with a significant
reduction of the heat supply amplitude. The influence of the derivative term and especially the
second derivative term decreases by conducting the moving average procedure. The resulting Ti ( t )
is seen in Figure 27.
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Figure 25 Calculated supply heat flux based on the lumped 2-node model. The result are calculated by Equation 8 (60s
discrete time-steps).
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Figure 26 The calculated supply heat flux based on the moving average (24h) of the explicit 2-node solution of Qs(t).
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Figure 27 Calculated indoor temperature by the detailed Simulink model based on the heat supply Qs(t) from the two
above given methods (Figure 25 and Figure 26).

The explicit continuous solution derived from the simplified lumped 2-node model and the direct
solution to the discrete response function method with a short t p yields impractical solutions. The
slow response from the floor heating element (i.e. the initial delay time) is the cause for the observed
behaviour. Practically applicable solutions are only possible if t p is sufficiently long or the derivative
terms are levelled out; hence, the control methods can only follow the daily trend. The model based
predictive control method is superior to the other two methods due to the flexible constraint
handling capabilities.
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4 Self-regulation ability of water-based floor heating
The results from explorative Papers II and III are briefly given in the introduction Section 4.1. Paper VI
describes and quantifies the self-regulation ability of floor heating system. Section 4.2 - 4.4
summarises Paper VI.
4.1 Introduction
Paper III explores the self-regulation ability of water-based floor heating system fitted in a residential
building without feedback room control. The study considers a very simple control strategy; a
constant Ts is supplied to all pipe circuits in the studied multi-zone building. The common Ts
corresponds to the average heat demand for the whole building during the coldest month of the year
(i.e. February). The calculated supply heat flux responds in the opposite direction whenever the
indoor temperature changes due to variations of the heat gain intensity or the exterior temperature,
see Figure 28. Hence, the resultant supply heat flux varies indirectly in accordance with the present
heat demand. The simulation results are interpreted as an apparent effect of self-regulation. The
control of the supply fluid temperature is essential since a corresponding constant supply heat flux
wouldn’t shift due to the heat demand. The supply heat flux for an individual pipe circuit can be
reversed during short periods when high solar gains arise; hence, the pipe circuit extracts heat which
is transferred to the common return. This means that a floor heating system with several pipe circuits
can transfer heat between individual zones in a multi-zone building. The phenomenon with a locally
reversed supply heat flux is explored in a special case in Paper II.

Figure 28 Point diagram illustrating the supplied heat flux to all pipe circuits and air temperatures. On the left-hand side
the area weighted indoor air temperature for the entire house is applied. On the right-hand side the outdoor air
temperature is applied. Each point represents the average conditions for one hour.

4.2 Transient response analyse
Feed-forward control methods which were studied in Section 3 are based on a bold assumption; a
perfect prognosis of the heat gains and the weather exists for all times. The influence of thermal
disturbances ΔQp ( t ) that was not part of the prediction is studied separately. To begin with, the
principle of superposition is applied in order to separate the influence of ΔQp ( t ) from the feedforwards controlled reference system, see Figure 29. The reference system performs as described in
ref

the past Section 3. The supply temperature Ts

(t )

is feed-forward controlled without feedback

control based on the conditions in the room. Hence, the supply temperature for the studied sub
process ΔTs ( t ) equals zero for all times and the fluid flow rate is constant and identical for the sub
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processes. The exploring of the dynamic system response ΔQs ( t ) and the net shift in indoor
temperature ΔTi ( t ) due to an arbitrary ΔQp ( t ) constitute an important part of this thesis.

Undisturbed reference

Te ( t )

Unexpected heat gain
and system response

Ti ref ( t )

ΔTi ( t )

ΔTe = 0

ref
Qgain
(t )

ΔQ p ( t )

ΔTs ( t ) = 0

Tsref ( t )
ref
s

Q

ΔQs ( t )

(t )

Figure 29 Separation of sub processes by applying the principle of superposition.

The considered sub process (i.e. Δ ) is studied with a response factor method in order to quantify the
involved transient thermal processes. The convolution formulation given by Equation 9 yields the
formula for ΔQs ( t ) due to an arbitrary ΔQp ( t ) . Past values of ΔQp ( t ) are weighted to the
present value of ΔQs ( t ) according to weighting functions

f III,s (τ ) . The weighting function is

derived based on the elementary response caused by a unit Dirac impulse in thermal perturbance,
see Appendices 1 and 2 in Paper VI. The weighting functions are calculated by the linearised Simulink
model with a constant fluid flow rate.
t

ΔQs ( t ) = f III,s * ΔQ p ( t ) =  f III,s ( t − τ ) ⋅ ΔQ p (τ ) dτ

(9)

0

The weighting function describe the integrated transient properties for the combination of room and
the floor heating element design. Each unique combination of building and floor heating element
yields a unique shape of fIII,s (τ ) . The reference construction studied in Paper VI yields a weighting
function according to Figure 30. Given by the shape of fIII,s (τ ) , the present intensity of ΔQs ( t )
does not influence the present heat supply; the same apply for perturbances which were active for
more than approximately 50-60h back in time, see Figure 30. The time-distribution of fIII,s (τ ) shows
that a perturbance which was active for approximately 4h ago has the most influence on the present

ΔQs ( t ) . The time weights given by fIII,s (τ ) is negative; hence, the shift in ΔQs ( t ) is always acting
contrary to a non-periodic thermal perturbance. The isolated thermal process is a negative feedback
process which is called self-regulation. The process is studied in detail in Paper VI. The transient shift
in supplied heat flux due to any thermal perturbance is given by two coupled thermal processes. The
first thermal process is related to the propagation of heat towards the position of the embedded
pipe circuit due to the excitation of a thermal perturbance indoors. The second thermal process is
related to the heat exchange along the embedded circuit due to the excitation of the supply fluid
temperature. The required supply temperature unite these two processes (i.e. ΔTs ( t ) = 0 ).
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Figure 30 Elementary weighting function fIII,s.

A self-regulation utilisation factor

γ

is defined according to Equation 10. The higher absolute value of

γ , the more pronounced is the feedback from self-regulation. K up is the equivalent thermal
conductance from the supply fluid temperature, over the entire pipe length, towards the interior
space. Hence, a significant effect of self-regulation arise if the building envelope and ventilation
system yields low heat losses, the thermal resistance of the floor covering is small, the pipe circuit is
tightly packed close to the surface of a large interior area and a high fluid flow rate is applied. The net
shift in supplied energy ΔEs ( ∞ ) due to an arbitrary perturbance with a finite duration time is
proportional to the energy content of the perturbance ΔE p ;

γ

is the proportional constant, see

Equation 11.

γ =−

K up
K e + η ⋅ K up

, −1 < γ < 0

(10)

ΔEs ( ∞) = γ ⋅ ΔEp

(11)

A typical restriction for a residential heating system is that heat extraction is not permitted (i.e.

Qs ( t ) ≥ 0 ). Hence, an upper bound of the self-regulation ability exists for a positive thermal
perturbance in the case with a single pipe circuit. The self-regulation response ΔQs ( t ) cannot
increase if the turning point defined by Qs ( t ) = 0 is reached. However, as given in the introduction
4.1, in a multi-zone application a single pipe circuit can extract heat as long as the net supply heat
flux is equal or larger than zero.
A parameter study is performed in Paper VI; the reference room is considered. The fluid flow rate is
reduced in case (A), the heat recovery from the exhaust air by-passed in case (B), the wooden floor is
exchanged into a stone floor in case (C), the pipe circuit is moved from the bottom to the top of the
concrete slab in case (D) and in case (E) is the centre-to-centre distance decreased from 300mm into
150mm (two pipe circuits and the same net fluid flow rate). Each variation affects the weighting
function f III,s (τ ) , see Figure 31 and Table 1. The results show that self-regulation is an integrated
phenomenon which depends on both the design of the floor heating element and the design of the
building.
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Table 1 Variation of essential input parameters due to the design of each case and the resulting

Ke

α up
cc

Kup

η

γ

[W/K]

[W/m2/K]

[W/K]

[-]

[-]

13.27

2.83

32.7

0.971

-0.726

Fluid flow (A)

13.27

2.83

23.8

0.971

-0.654

No heat recovery (B)

19.60

2.83

32.7

0.971

-0.637

Stone floor (C)

13.29

3.66

41.4

0.980

-0.768

Pipe mounting height (D)

13.27

3.18

36.4

0.975

-0.746

Half cc (150mm) (E)

13.27

3.55

40.1

0.971
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Figure 31 Weighting functions fIII,s for all cases in the parameter study. The left-hand side illustrates the whole transient
process until 70h after the occurrence of the perturbance. The right-hand side illustrates the initial 7h of the process.

4.3 The consequence on the indoor temperature due to self-regulation

Ti ( t ) is the indoor temperature caused by the thermal perturbance (i.e. without the counteracting
effect from self-regulation). Ti′( t ) is the indoor temperature only caused by the counteracting effect
from self-regulation. ΔTi ( t ) is the net temperature for the considered sub process (i.e. the sum of

Ti ( t ) and Ti′( t ) ). The steady state net indoor temperature ΔTi S due to a constant perturbance is
given by Equation 12. The counteracting effect on the steady state temperature due to selfregulation can be significant. As an example, the reference construction yields: γ = −0.726 and

η = 0.971 . Hence, the steady state temperature increase is reduced by 70% as a result of the selfregulation ability.

ΔTi S =

ΔQp

Ke

⋅ (1 + η ⋅ γ )

(12)

The transient ΔTi ( t ) is given by an analogous convolution formula, see Equation 13. The weighing
function f III,i (τ ) comprises the joint effect of the perturbance and the counteracting effect on the
indoor temperature due to the self-regulation response. Without giving all details, Ti′( t ) is given by
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Equation 14; the joint weighting function f I, f * f II,i describes the counteracting effect from selfregulation, see Figure 33. The effect from self-regulation becomes evident on the indoor
temperature after a few hours. The heat front from the perturbance must first reach the embedded
pipe. At that time, the system starts to emit a counteracting heat front along the pipe circuit (i.e. the
counteracting self-regulation heat flux ΔQs ( t ) in order to uphold ΔTs ( t ) = 0 ). The indoor
temperature cannot be affected until the counteracting heat front reaches the surface of the floor
heating element.

ΔTi ( t ) = f III,i * ΔQp ( t )

(13)

Ti′( t ) = − f II,i ∗ f I, f ∗ ΔQ p ( t )

(14)
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Figure 32 Elementary weighting function fIII,i. On the left-hand side: the impulse-response during the first 30min. On the
rigthhand-side: the continued impulse-response from 30min to 70h.
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Figure 33 Joint weighing function –fI,f*fII,i which describes the transient counteraction on the indoor temperature due to
the self-regulation response.
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4.4 Self-regulation due to periodical perturbances
The indoor temperature amplitude due a periodic perturbance is studied in Paper VI for the
reference construction. The net temperature amplitude ΔTi ( t ) is decreased due to self-regulation
when the period time is longer than approximately 100h, see Figure 34. However, ΔTi ( t ) is actually
increased by the self-regulation effect when the period time is between approximately 12h and
100h. The increase in net temperature amplitude arises due to an unfavourable phase shift which is
caused by the delay induced by the transient thermal processes within the floor heating slab. The
delay and amplitude of the counteracting effect from self-regulation is given by Equation 14. The
self-regulation process is inert for period times shorter than approximately 12h since the periodic
heat front from the interior do not reach to the depth of the embedded pipe circuit.
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Figure 34 Calculated indoor temperature amplitudes for different period times. The left-hand side illustrates absolute
values for the temperature amplitude due to a unit amplitude sinusoidal perturbance and the right-hand side illustrates
relative values for the induced shift in temperature amplitude.
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5 Conclusion
A numerical simulation tool for water-based embedded surface heating elements is developed and
verified. The model is valid for surface heating systems where pipe circuits are embedded within a
layer of solid material. The ability to perform a general thermal system analysis where the transient
operation of the embedded surface heating system is assessed jointly with all relevant systems (i.e.
controls, ventilation, heat gains, building structure etc.) is the main benefit of the developed model.
The model’s ability to accurately calculate the steady state and transient heat flux from the fluid
towards the adjoining embedding concrete and the net heat flux towards the interior where verified
by comparing the results with another validated numerical model. Validation tests against published
measurements (Caccavelli et al., 1994) have been performed in order to test the model’s ability to
assess the heat exchange process and temperature field that arise within an embedded floor heating
system during transient operation. The validation test is restricted to the model which describes the
embedded surface heating element and the special case of embedded floor heating with an
uncovered concrete surface. The calculated reference case yields an underestimation of the heat
exchange from the pipe loop by -16% in comparison to the measurements at maximum steady state
heat output. Generally, for the experimental validation tests temperatures at the core of the
concrete slab are underestimated by 0.3 to 1.5°C. At the same time, the set of calculated floor
surface temperature matches the set of measured temperatures. The transient test has shown that
amplitudes, phase shifts, rise and delay times at different distance from the embedded pipe are
assessed with good precision. The influence of material properties, applied boundary conditions and
an imprecise construction are tested by means of a sensitivity analysis. None of the tested cases can
independently explain the observed general trend in temperature deviations.
A model based predictive control method is applied in order to control the operative temperature in
the case of concrete embedded water-based floor heating. The aim is to keep the operative
temperature within a comfort interval and at the same time constrain the supply heat flux within
practical limits. A discrete transient response factor method is utilised by a numerical optimisation
algorithm that iteratively finds the optimal supply heat flux. The response factor method describes
the transient relation between a piecewise constant supply heat flux and the succeeding shift in
indoor temperature. The basis for the developed method is the elementary response function which
can be obtained from an optional model and a prognosis of the upcoming heat demand. A general
method which transforms an arbitrary transient supply heat flux into the corresponding supply fluid
temperature is derived based on the applied response method.
The optimised predictive control utilises both the knowledge of the transient properties of the heat
supply system and the prognosis in an integrated way. Hence, the optimised predictive control has
the ability to respond with the best possible action in advance due to an upcoming shift in heat
demand and the considered supply constraints. The stability of the system has been studied; the
initial delay time caused by the time needed for a heat front to conduct from the depth of the
embedded pipe circuit towards the interior sets a limit for the applied period time in the discrete
response method. Without the prognosis control and the comfort interval, a limited and stable
solution (i.e. sequence of supply heat pulses) exists only if the applied period time is longer than the
delay time. However, it has been verified that the applied optimised predictive control converges
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into an optimal solution without stability problems although the period time is shorter than the
critical delay time.
The explicit and continuous solution to a simplified lumped 2-node model is also considered as a
method to find the required supply heat flux. The explicit solution yields a heat supply flux which
fluctuates heavily due to the delayed response of the embedded element. Moreover, the simplified
2-node model yields an elementary step-response function which is surprisingly accurate in
comparison to the detailed numerical model. Calculations show that the simplified step-response
yields an optimised indoor temperature that agrees very well with the results obtained with the
detailed step-response.
The response in supply heat flux and indoor temperature due to an unknown thermal perturbance
are studied separately from the prognosticated variations by applying the principle of superposition.
The system response for a concrete embedded floor heating system with a feed-forward controlled
supply water temperature without room control is studied. It has been found that such system
responds with a negative feedback process that counteracts any non-periodic thermal perturbance
by shifting the supplied heat flux in the opposite direction. The outcome is a more even indoor
temperature and enhanced utilisation of heat gains. The feedback process is called self-regulation.
The transient self-regulation process is quantified by means of a response factor method; impulseresponses have been calculated by the detailed numerical model with linearised surface heat
transfer coefficients. Fundamental information about the involved thermal processes can be gained
from the shape of the impulse-responses. It has been shown that the transient shift in supplied heat
flux is given by two coupled thermal processes. The first thermal process is related to the
propagation of heat towards the position of the embedded pipe circuit due to the excitation of a
thermal perturbance indoors. The second thermal process is related to the heat exchange along the
embedded circuit due to the excitation of the supply fluid temperature. These two processes are
connected by the demand of an unchanged supply fluid temperature (i.e. from the feed-forward
supply temperature control). Hence, self-regulation in the described way is only achievable if the
supply fluid temperature is the controlled variable.
For a periodic perturbance, the outcome of self-regulation is dependent on the period time. Short
period times yields an inert self-regulation process, intermediate period times yields a small increase
in indoor temperature amplitude while longer period times yields a reduced amplitude.
A self-regulation utilisation factor is defined as the ratio between the accumulated shift in supply
heat flux and the energy content of a finite thermal perturbance. A building with small heat losses
through conduction and ventilation in combination with a high equivalent thermal conductance from
the supply of the pipe circuit upwards to the interior yields a high self-regulation utilisation factor.
Hence, self-regulation is an integrated phenomenon which depends on both the design of the floor
heating element and the design of the building.
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6 Further studies
This thesis quantifies the self-regulation feedback and shows that it can facilitate the control of the
heating system which stabilises the indoor temperature. It is relevant to study at what level of the
self-regulation utilisation factor it is possibility to entirely rely on a simplified feed-forward controlled
floor heating system without room control. Such simple system design would lead to cost reductions
and a very robust heat supply system.
Other thermal perturbances than convective heat gains are not considered explicitly in the study of
self-regulation. Solar gains and radiative heat gains yields a different transient behaviour of the
perturbance sub-process. Especially solar gains that incident on the floor surface are believed to yield
an initially faster perturbance sub-process. The responses for different perturbances are relevant to
study in order to improve the understanding of self-regulation.
Both the study of model based predictive control and the fundamentals for the self-regulation ability
are studied in a single room application. However, several pipe circuits with a common supply fluid
temperature are usually connected to a common manifold assembly. This will affect both selfregulation and the optimised control of the system. The optimal supply temperature may differ for
each pipe circuit. Thus, a study of the integrated design of building and floor heating element which
yields a sufficiently even supply fluid temperature distribution between the pipe circuits is relevant.
In the case of multi-zone application and self-regulation emerge the possibility do distribute heat
between different zones. A deeper analysis of this process would be relevant, especially for well
insulated low energy buildings where intensive heat gains easily generate a reversed local heat flux.
Other objective functions than the momentary temperature deviation can be implemented in the
optimisation. It is especially interesting to include cost or operation optimisation of the energy supply
chains in the supply control of the individual building. Hence, the outcome of such multi-variable
optimisation can for instance be that a limited amount of heat can be stored in the floor element
during times when the heat production in the primary system benefits from such action and as long
as the assessed indoor temperature is acceptable. For instance assisting the district heating system
by level out the heat generation through short-time storage or avoiding running a heat pump during
the peak electricity load.
The model based predictive control method yields the best possible supply fluid temperature based
on the available information. Hence, the optimisation methodology can be utilised in order to
evaluate the robustness of simple feed-forward control methods such as a nearly constant supply
fluid temperate.
The response factor method relies on the linear assumption which especially influences the
convective surface heat transfer. The linear assumption is valid as long as the indoor temperature
and interior surfaces are fairly constant. Large temperature fluctuation may induce an error from the
linear method which is the basis for both the optimised control and the quantification of selfregulation. A deeper analysis of the validity of the linear assumption is relevant.
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Appendix
Reference building and referencce room
The plan of the reference building is inspired from a newly built existing detacheed single-family
house. The total floor area is 105m2. This building is broken up in seven rooms, see Figure A-1. The
building is located in Göteborg att the south-west coast of Sweden, climate data with hourly
resolution from the year of 1991 is
i applied in all simulation cases. The operation
n of the whole
2
building is studied in Paper III. In Paaper VI and VII is room 7 (12.6 m ) studied as a reference room.
When only room 7 is considered thee interior wall between zone 6 and 7 is modelled as an adiabatic
wall with half the thickness. The considered building show small heat losses; the yearly space heating
demand for the whole building is in the range of 25-30kWh/m2/year according to thee simulations in
Paper III. The space heating demand in room 7 is slightly higher since there are two windows and
supply air in that particular room.

Figure A-1 Plan of the studied building.

Floor heating system
h a concrete embedded water-based floor heating system. Eight
The reference building is fitted with
circuits cover the whole floor area. The outer pipe diameter is 16mm and the pipee wall is 2.2mm
thick. Over the entire concrete slab, the centre-to-centre distance between the pipess is 300mm. The
m
assembly and supplied with a common temperature. The
circuits are connected to a central manifold
centre of the pipe is mounted 20mm
m from the bottom of a 100mm thick concrete slab foundation. A
12mm wooden floor covers the top
p of the concrete slab. 250mm of thermal groun
nd insulation is
applied under the slab. Depending on
o the choice of surface heat transfer coefficientt at the interior
surface the insulation efficiency η fo
or the floor heating system is in the range of 0.966-0.97. The total
water flow rate is 0.338 l/s in the whole
w
system. The reference room 7 is supplied w
with 0.05 l/s in a
single pipe circuit.
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Building envelope
All external walls are made of a conventional wooden frame structure with thermal insulation, which
are covered with internal gypsum boards and external wooden cladding. The U-values for the
different building components are given by Table A-1. All U-values includes the effect of thermal
bridges in the thermal envelope. The entire thermal envelope including windows has an average Uvalue of 0.196 W/m2/K. The average U-value for the thermal envelope in the reference room is 0.23
W/m2/K.
Table A-1 U-values of the building and areas of building components in the reference room 7.

Walls
Ceiling
Floor
Windows

U-value
[W/m2/K]
0.20
0.12
0.10
1.1

Area in room 7
[m2]
23.0
12.6
12.6
4.32

Windows and shading
Energy efficient windows with triple glazing panes, inert gas and a low emission layer are used; the Uvalue is 1.1 W/m2/K for the entire window including thermal bridges. The simulation tool takes into
account transmittance of solar heat through windows according to orientation, tilt and transmittance
of the windowpanes. The climate file includes both direct and diffuse solar radiation with one-hour
resolution. The terrain around the building is considered not causing any shading of the façade at any
time of the year. In order to estimate a realistically influence from solar heat gains, the use of
shading devices such as blinds or curtains is included; the shading coefficient is set to 0.48 for all
windows. All interior materials have a solar absorptivity of 0.6.
Mechanical ventilation
The building is equipped with a balanced mechanical ventilation system with air-to-air heat recovery.
The supply air flow rate is 40 l/s to the whole building. The heat recovery unit preheats the airflow
before the supply air enters room 3, 5, 6 and 7. Exhaust air is taken from room 1, 3 and 4. The
temperature efficiency of the heat recovery unit is 0.85. The supply airflow supplied to room 7 is 6.2
l/s.
Heat gains
A daily profile that takes into account daily variations in the use of household electricity is applied in
order to estimate internal heat gains. Besides the daily profile, a yearly variation is also accounted
for. The average supply of domestic electricity is 4.5 W/m2 for the entire year. 70% of the electric
energy is assumed to contribute to the heating of the building. The average heat supply from persons
is estimated to 1.0 W/m2. All heat gains are assumed as purely convective in the analysis.
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